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REVIEWS

THE VULGATE GOSPELS AND THE CODEX
BRIXIANUS.

T H E Oxford critical edition of the Vulgate is one of those fortunate
publications which from the very first take a position of recognized
authority. It is superfluous to praise the Bishop of Salisbury or
Mr. H. J. White for industry and learning, but the appearance of
the Epilogus, which marks the completion of the volume of the Gospels
in their edition, affords a convenient opportunity for taking account of
the light thrown by their investigations on the character of St Jerome's
work and its subsequent fate in transmission.

Previous fasciatU have contained the text of the four Gospels with
the various readings of some thirty selected manuscripts, bat the Editors'
Prolegomena prefixed to St Matthew had contained no discussion of
St Jerome's methods or any detailed examination of the MS
evidence. These wants are supplied in the Epilogus, which forms
by far the most thorough investigation hitherto published about the
textual character of the Vulgate and its relations both to the Greek and
to the various forms of the Old Latin. The value of the book is still
further increased by useful indices of Proper Names and of Latin words
with their Greek equivalents, together with other matter of a more
miscellaneous description. In this forest of valuable information I hope
I shall not appear captious, if I confine myself to one important point
in which it seems to me that the position taken by the Oxford editors is
somewhat insecure.

St. Jerome's text of the Gospels was a Revision, not a new Translation.
As he himself says: Quae (i. e. euangelia) ne mulium a Uctionis Latino*
consuetudine discreparent, ita calamo tcmperautmus ut Ms tantum quae
stnsum uidebantur muiare correctis rtliqua manere jpateremur utfuerant.
It becomes therefore highly important to identify as far as possible the
text which he used as the basis of his work. If we can find this text,
then the differences between it and the Vulgate represent the changes
due to St Jerome.

The Oxford editors consider that the basis of the Vulgate was the
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text called Italian by Dr. Hort. That great scholar, who was the first
to make any intelligible classification of our Old Latin MSS, divided
them into three sets, 'African,' 'European,' and 'Italian.' The
• Italian' type of text, according to Dr. Hort, was ' evidently due to
various revisions of the European text,' made ' partly to bring it into
accord with such Greek MSS as chanced to be available, partly to give
the Latinity a smoother and more customary aspect.' Out of the
14 Old Latin MSS of which any considerable remains survive two
were assigned to the 'African' family, ten to the 'European,' and
only two (f and q) to the 'Italian.' Judging from these numbers
the ' European' texts must have been much more widely spread than
the 'Italian,' although we might have reasonably expected that the
text which St Jerome used as the basis of his work would have had
the larger number of surviving representatives to-day.

Mr. White himself edited q in 1888, and shewed in his Introduction
that its composition is totally different from that oif. Both Dr. Holt's
'Italian' MSS—Cod. Brixianus (/) and Cod. Monacensis (?)— break
away from other O. Latin texts in having many ' Antiochian' readings,
i.e. they agree with the Received Text rather than with Codex Bezae;
but in their Latinity they differ, and can hardly be reckoned as belonging
to the same recension. Speaking roughly, q keeps with the main body
of the ' European' MSS, while/either agrees with the Vulgate or goes
its own way.

Thus the ' Italian type of text' has been reduced to a single MS
Nevertheless, Bishop Wordsworth and Mr. White seem to have had no
misgivings in setting down / as a typical representative of the MSS
upon which St. Jerome based his revision, nor (so far as I am aware)
has their judgement in this matter hitherto been called in question.
They print f in full below their text of the Vulgate, but they give no
formal proof that the type of text represented by / is anterior to
St. Jerome. I confess to being a little disappointed not to find the
relations between / and the Vulgate treated more fully: in view of
the honourable post which f has been called upon to fill, it needs
a careful and separate study. The Oxford editors only say (p. 656):
'Obseruandum est nos in codice Brixiano (/) adminiculum firmissi-
mum huic difficillimo open possidere. Constat enim ex collatione
perpetua quam necessario fecimus, et quam candidus lector pro se
facere non negliget, hanc textus Latini formam uel aliam simillimam
Hieronymo pro fundamento recensionis suae fuisse. Quam formam
critici hodierni Italam uocant' There is no doubt whatever as to the
marked agreement of / with the Vulgate. I suppose the two are
identical for nearly 90 per cent of the text, so that some demonstration
is needed that / itself is independent of the Vulgate. In view of this
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it occurred to me, when asked to review the Oxford Vulgate for the
JOURNAL OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES, thrn- an independent study o f /
might bring out something of interest.

I can only say that I am surprised at the end of my investigation.
The one clear result is the intimate connexion which exists between/
and the Gothic version of the N. T. It is unlikely that we should
possess MSS of a Latin recension which first served as the founda-
tion of the Vulgate and then affected the Gothic version, and I am
beginning to wonder whether the facts have not been reversed. May
not / b e derived from an O. Latin MS which had been partly corrected
to the Vulgate, before it was altered to suit the readings and renderings
of the Gothic ?

Codex Brixianns, known to textual critics since Tjn-hmnnn as / is
a MS of the four Gospels (Mt Ioh. Lc. Me) written in silver letters on
purple vellum. It is ascribed to the sixth century, and was edited by
Bianchini in his Evangetiarium Quadruple* together with Codd. Yer-
cellensis (a) and Veronensis (ti). It is still preserved in the library
at Brescia, one of the great seats of Lombardo-Gothic influence. Before
the Gospels and after the Eusebian Canons comes a curious preface,
one sentence of which bears on our study l: ideo ne in interpraetationibus
linguarum secundum quae in interwra libri ostenduntur legenti uideatur
aliud in graeca lingua', aliudin latina uel gotica, designata esse conscriita,
illud aduertat quis quod si pro disciplina lingua discrepationem ostendit,
ad unam tamen intentionem concurrit. The preface goes on to promise
a system of adnotationes, marked according as they give the Greek or
the Latin reading, but nothing of this sort has been found in/ . It has
hitherto been supposed that the preface belongs to a lost Gothic codex,
but it would equally well serve as the introduction to a bilingual Latino-
Gothic codex which was provided with some critical notes. Our
Codex Brixianus might be a copy of this bilingual, with the Gothic left
out. However this may be, the preface gives us cause to look for
Gothic influence i n /

As a matter of fact/and the Gothic (i. e. the Cod. Argenteus now at
Upsala) often agree, but not every agreement is of significance. The
Gothic version was made by Ulphilas in the middle of the fourth century
from Greek MSS of the ordinary ' Antiochian' type, and cod. / is
acknowledged to follow the same type of Greek MSS: mere agree-
ments, therefore, o f / a n d Goth, with the Textus Receptus might be

1 The text is given most correctly in Haupt, Ofittsatla ii 409. I see no reason
for doubting the statement nude lower down in this preface, that the Gothic word
' uulthres ' is used for a critical note [' latina aero lingua adiwtatio aignificatar'].
The derivation might be from iuitpopor, just as we speak of a ' variant'

1 LmgttatCod.
K 2
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explained as the result of independent revision from the Greek. Again,
the Gothic version is under suspicion of having been revised or
influenced by the Latin. Readings, therefore, where / a n d Goth, agree
with the O. Latin or the Vulgate do not necessarily prove any close con-
nexion between/and Goth. We must confine ourselves to the peculiar
readings of/ where it differs both from the Vulgate and the O. Latin.

With such a restricted field to choose from I shall give the instances
which appear to me significant in the order of their cogency, not in
that of the Gospels'.

1. Lc. xiv 32 ct Si lujyf. The Latin renderings of this phrase here
are 'ceterum' (e), 'si quo minus' (d), 'alioquin' {abfflqrvg), but

'si autem impossibilis est ' / .
tithau jabai nist mahteigs Goth. ( = ' or if he is not able r).

Similarly in Me ii 21, 22, where other Latin MSS have 'alioquin'
or 'sin autem,'/alone has ' n e ' in agreement with Goth. ibai.

2. L c vi 7 KOTTjyoplav.

' occasionem accusandi ilium ' /
//'/ du vrohjan ina Goth. ( = ' an opportunity to accuse him').

The other Latin authorities support the alternative Greek reading
iurnjyop<iii and vary between 'accusare,' 'unde accusarent,' &c. Here
there can be no doubt of the close connexion between / and Goth.
Does it not also appear that / i s rather a translation of the paraphrase
in the Gothic than vice versa ?

3. Matt, vi 24 Ms av6i£frtu.
The true 0. Latin texts appear to have read oWfmn: the renderings

are 'unum sustinebit' (vg), 'alterum sustinebit' (k), 'unum patietur'
(abeghq). But 'uno obediet ' / with the Gothic (ainamma ufhauseith).

4. Mart, ix 8 ifyofrfamu NBD, &c, lat vt-vg (exc./).
tdaupaacai Gr. rell.

' admirantes timuerunt' /
ohtedun sildaleikjandans Goth. ( = ' timuerunt admirantes').

No other Latin MS but / in any way recognizes the reading

5. Matt xxvii 42 'et credimus' Latt ( = Gr.).
'ut uideamus et credamus' /(= Goth.).

This example forms a parallel to No. 4.
6. Matt, xxvii 3 ium*pi6i).

' damnatus' lat vt-vg (' iudicatus' A).
'ad iudicium ductus ' /
du stauaigatauhans Goth. ( = ' to judgement brought').

7. Matt xxvii 49

1 It is worth remarking that the order of the Gospela both in / and Goth, ia
Mt Joh. Lc Me
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'liberans' lat.vg, 'et liberauit' latvtP1", 'et saluabit' A, but
craxrat N* 69.

' saluare' / . {cf.' liberare' DESPnw ap. Wordsw.)
nay an Goth. ( = 'to save').

8. Me. iv 24 v/u» (at end of verse) lat vt-vg ( = HBCDLAal).
+ ' qui auditis' q ( = Gr. rel).
+ ' credentibus'/ ( = Goth.).

Another line of argument might be formed by tabulating the ren-
derings of Greek words throughout the Gospels. For example, the
hypothesis of Gothic influence will explain why / has magnificare in
Matt, ix 8 and La ii JO for the Vulgate glorificart. Or again, in
L°- iy 35> 39) 4xi where ivmpas occurs three times in seven verses,
the Vulgate has increpauit. . . imperauit . . . imperans (following 6);
but / has comminatus est . . . iturepauit . . . i/tcrepans, following the
Gothic gawotida . . . gasok . , . gasakands.

The occasional close agreement between/and the Gothic has been
noticed before now by editors of the Gothic version', but the explana-
tion usually suggested is that the Gothic has suffered revision from
a codex resembling/ That the Gothic version has suffered corruption
and interpolation from Latin sources is undoubted: all surviving Gothic
MSS seem to be relics of the Lombardo-Gothic kingdom *. There is
an interesting and well-chosen list of passages illustrating the O. Latin
elements of our Gothic text in Migne xviii 471 f*. But the only
Latin MS which leaves the Latin ranks and sides singly with the
Gothic is / : is it not therefore reasonable to regard / as having
borrowed from the Gothic and not the Gothic from / ? Moreover,
the readings where / and Goth, agree are usually those that support
the ordinary Greek text: the hypothesis of Gothic influence will explain
why/ above all known Latin texts, is full of ' Antiochian' readings.

It must be remembered that' the Gothic version' means the readings
of a single codex containing about two-thirds of the Gospels. There is
nothing to prove that/and the Cod. Argenteus now at Upsala were ever
side by side, though they seem to have been contemporaries and to have
been written in the same region. If more Gothic MSS had been
preserved we may not unreasonably conjecture that more Gothic support

1 See e. g. Migru xviii 474.
1 It would be interesting to hunt for relics of Gothic influence in the early

VulgaU MSS of North Italy. Thus the spelling aggtlus in the Milan MS M is
characteristically Gothic, but I have not come upon any trace of Gothic influence
in J, although Friuli, like Brescia, was a great centre of the Lombards.

* They may be arranged for our present purpose thus: (i) agreement with several
O. Latin texts, including / , Matt, x 29, Me vii 3, xiv 6 j , Lc ii 14, ix 1, to, 43,
xix 13 ; (ii) agreement with O. Latin texts, where / follows the Vulgate, Lc i 3,
39, ix jo, xvi 31 ; (iii) agreement with/alone, Lc v 3, 10, Joh. vii 9.
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would have been forthcoming for readings of/ which differ from the
Vulgate. For example, in Me. iii 29/supports 'eternal judgement'
while Goth supports 'eternal sin,' and in Matt, ix 15 / has the well-
supported O. Latin reading itiunart for lugere. In each of these cases
the Cod. Argenteus agrees with the Vulgate.

The presence of an element in/derived from the Gothic version is
very far from clearing up all the difficulties connected with the text of
that MS \ All I claim here is, that the demonstration of a strain of
text in / closely akin to the Gothic ' constitutes a fait nouveau' which
demands a new trial of its relation to the Vulgates.

It may be interesting to non-specialists to consider how far our ideas
of the composition of the Vulgate would be affected by this view of
Cod. Brixianus. According to the theory adopted by the Oxford
Editors the Vulgate was a not very thorough revision of a MS like /
i. e. an O. Latin MS which had somehow been already assimilated
to the ordinary Greek text On this hypothesis the textual changes
introduced by St. Jerome were mostly in the direction of agreement
with N and B; like the English Revisers, he started with the ' Received
Text' and altered it more or less to agree with ' Westcott and Hort'
But if Cod. Brixianus (/) be not a true O. Latin MS at all, but a mixture
of the Vulgate with readings derived from the Gothic (together with
a very small percentage of genuine 0 . Latin variants), then St. Jerome's
work was a true Nouum Opus. The Vulgate would then have been
based upon some text more like cod. Veronensis (b), and the textual
changes would have been ' Antiochian' as well as Alexandrian in the
wider sense. Is not this intrinsically more probable ? Is it not some-
thing of an anachronism to think of St Jerome at the end of the fourth
century cutting out Antiochian, as well as Western, readings in favour
of the old-fashioned texts of N and B ?

It would extend this review to undue length if I were to go on to
discuss the evidence afforded by St. Jerome's own Commentaries as
to the Greek texts approved by him, and indeed it would take us away
from the main question. The one thing which I wish to lay before my
readers is whether the connexion of/with the Gothic Version is not too
close to allow us to regard it as a type of text which could have existed
in Latin during the fourth century.

F. C. BURKITT.

1 Neither a Vulgate origin nor revision from the Gothic explains the rendering
of tpant by manstuti in Matt v 5. The distribution of evidence is curious : fg
h q have tnansutii, but mitts is in a A cdh as well as vg.

1 A similar type of text to that of / i s to be found in the palimpsest fragments of
the Pauline Epp. usually cited as gut. They clearly follow the Gothic against
other Latin evidence, so that it is quite improper to include gut among O. Latin
' authorities.'
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